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Generation Science, our schools

excellence from across the world;

to become the problem solvers of

touring programme entered its 27th

and the Scottish Year of History,

tomorrow; we are delighted to have

year delivering unique and inspiring

Heritage and Archaeology. We

formed such a productive partnership

interactive science shows and

marked both of these by inviting

and look forward to building on the

workshops to over 58,000 primary

audiences to Get Connected, our

successes of our first year’s working

school pupils in every local authority

overarching theme for 2017, looking

together.

in Scotland. Our Education work

at the ways in which science and

was complemented by a six-day

technology connect us to one

Special mention must also be made

Careers Hive event at the National

another and the global community.

to the long list of companies, trusts,

2016–17 was one of our busiest and

Museum of Scotland, attracting

We programmed over 250 thought

universities, learned societies,

most successful years in which we

over 5,000 secondary pupils,

provoking discussions, workshops,

government and local authority

provided engaging and inspirational

teachers and parents. Designed to

performances, screenings, special

bodies listed in this review, who

events to over 360,000 people, young

encourage students to continue with

events and exhibitions including our

share our mission, vision and values

and old, both here and abroad. We

and increase the number of STEM

Moments in Time exhibition. This

and to whom we are indebted for

continued to be one of the UK’s

(science, technology, engineering

looked back on Scotland’s scientific

their support. Without them, none of

largest providers of primary science

and maths) subjects they study;

history, shining a spotlight on our

our work would be possible and we

outreach education and stage one

Careers Hive brought together

country’s rich scientific tradition and

are extremely grateful to them all.

of the best science festivals in the

industry and education with hands-

how women in science, amazing

world. We also saw our reputation

on activities and workshops that link

inventions and medical pioneers

I would like to extend my thanks to

grow internationally with our

the curriculum to the real life world

have shaped our national heritage.

the ever-growing number of partner

re-appointment as the programming

of work.

partner for the Abu Dhabi Science

venues, including major programming
Key to our success has been the

ones such as the National Museum

Festival for the seventh year in

Our two-week long Science Festival,

support of EDF Energy, who came

of Scotland, Summerhall, Royal

a row as well as the forming of

held in April in Edinburgh; celebrated

on board as headline sponsor for

Botanic Garden Edinburgh, The

new international partnerships in

two key events: the 70th anniversary

Generation Science and the Festival

University of Edinburgh, Dynamic

Germany and the Middle East.

of the founding of Edinburgh’s

this year. As an organisation which

Earth and RZSS Edinburgh Zoo. Along

International Festival, Fringe Festival

shares our commitment to supporting

with many others, they host the

and Film Festivals which are annual

STEM in Scotland and encouraging

wide range of events and activities

celebrations of artistic and creative

the involvement of young people

that add great value to the Festival
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programme. My appreciation also

Another highlight must be our

Thanks must go the all of our staff

goes to the 70 organisations with

presentation and Q&A with Principia

– full-time and part time, across

whom we co-curate our programme,

Mission astronauts Tim Peake

all departments – as without their

especially the City Art Centre.

and Tim Kopra at the Usher Hall

hard work and creativity we could

in October 2016, which is part of

not deliver our increasingly diverse

If I were to pick out my own

a new approach to staging events

portfolio of events.

personal highlights from this year,

outside of our Festival in April. The

then our Play On exhibition, which

event sold out in a few days and

Finally, thanks also to our audiences

looks at how technology influences

was a wonderful opportunity to

for their continuing support and

our leisure time, must be one of

hear first-hand about life aboard the

relentless enthusiasm for everything

them. Developed with support

International Space Station.

that we do. In 2018, the Festival
will celebrate its 30th edition by

from Creative Scotland through the
Scottish Government’s Edinburgh

I’m pleased to say that our

exploring Life, the Universe and

Festivals Expo Fund and held in the

international work continues to grow,

Everything as well as the 2018

National Museum of Scotland during

sharing our events and know-how

Scotland Year of Young People.

the Festival; it proved extremely

with new communities and by so

popular with audiences and went on

doing, supporting our work in the UK.

We look forward to delivering

to form a successful tour to a number

In addition to the 2016 Abu Dhabi

another diverse and innovative

of Germany’s science centres. We

Science Festival, we were fortunate

programme of events as part of our

also staged a sold out performance

to work on a few other projects in

celebrations in 2018. I do hope that

of the album The Race for Space by

the UAE, including contributing to

you’ll join us.

the band Public Service Broadcasting,

the large cultural festival Mother

which gave an amazing musical take

of The Nation in Abu Dhabi. 2017

on the American and Soviet space

also marked our second year of

race. The concert took place on Yuri’s

involvement with Cyber Quest in the

Night, the international celebration

UAE, where we organised a range of

of human endeavour in space and

cybersecurity focused activities for

Dr Simon Gage, OBE

was our biggest music promotions

young people from drone hacking to

Director

event to date.

picking locks.
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WITH THANKS
A very special thank you goes to each and every one of our supporters,
companies, foundations, public bodies and individuals that have enabled
us to deliver our work and to engage and enthuse audiences of all ages
and backgrounds.

HEADLINE SPONSOR

MAJOR FUNDING PARTNERS

HEADLINE SPONSOR

MAJOR FUNDING PARTNERS

Investment managers
PRINCIPAL FUNDING PARTNERS

PRINCIPAL FUNDING PARTNERS
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M48%

Y100%

C100% M80%

CATERING PARTNER

MEDIA PARTNER

C70%

M30%

TRANSPORT PARTNER

M100% Y80%
K70%

Through their generous philanthropic

Alex & Rhona Callander

Joe Faraday

donations, our Generation Science

Andrew Aldridge

Mairi Mickel

Club members continued to inspire

Barry & Helen Sealey - The Best Trust

Nimar Charitable Trust

our unique interactions with

Bosch RexRoth

Dr Richard Kimberlin

communities throughout Scotland in

Dr Chris Masters

Scottish Qualifications Authority

STEM.

Edina Trust

University of Edinburgh

Dr George Ronald Inglis

And all those who prefer to remain

Ian Ritchie

anonymous

Ian Wall

FUNDING PARTNERS

GCHQ

PES

PROGRAMMING PARTNERS

Our sincere thanks also to the many

Arnold Clark

John Mather Charitable Trust

The Cruden Foundation

trusts, foundations and organisations

DS Smith

Len Thompson Charitable Trust

The W M Mann Foundation

who continue to support our work

Falkirk Community School Trust

Martin Connell Charitable Trust

The Aberbrothock Skea Trust

each year:

Forteviot Charitable Trust

New Park Education Trust

The Austin and Hope Pilkington

Harold Merton Adams Trust

Tay Charitable Trust

The Ernest Cook Trust

Home Energy Scotland

The MacRobert Trust

The Bute Family Charitable Trust

James Clerk Maxwell Foundation

The Russell Trust

Thomson Charitable Trust
Walter Scott Foundation
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EDINBURGH
INTERNATIONAL
SCIENCE FESTIVAL
FOUNDATION
Edinburgh International Science
Festival Foundation is an educational
charity and is the parent organisation
to Edinburgh International Science
Festival Ltd, delivering all of our
UK activities including our annual
Science Festival and our Education
programmes, Generation Science
and Careers Hive. It is also parent
to Edinburgh International Science
Festival Ventures Ltd, which delivers
all of our overseas work with
international and local partners on
the programming and delivery of
science festivals and events.
Edinburgh International Science
Festival was launched in 1989 as
the world’s first science festival,
pioneering a new way of engaging
the public with science, technology,
engineering and maths (STEM) which
has been replicated across the world.
Our annual Science Festival, held in
Edinburgh over Easter, is still one of
Europe’s largest.

We are supporting
young people to
actively engage with
STEM and become
the problem solvers of
tomorrow. We’re doing
this by...

2017 FESTIVAL
STATISTICS

...celebrating and
showcasing discovery
and innovation
...providing platforms
for scientists,
innovators and
researchers to share
and discuss their
achievements with the
public
...reaching audiences
of all ages and
backgrounds
146,000 people attended

...putting STEM at
the heart of popular
culture and creating
experiences that are
accessible, engaging
and entertaining.
The Science Festival was covered
in 187 articles in Scottish and UK
national print
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ADULT EVENTS

FAMILY EVENTS

SATISFACTION
STATS

95% of respondents had an

91% of parents said the Science

92% of audience members believe

excellent or good visitor

Festival increased their children’s

the Science Festival is part of what

experience

understanding of science

makes Edinburgh special

Featured articles on the Festival in The Times,
The Guardian, The Telegraph, i paper,
The Sun, Daily Mail, The Scotsman,

Over 120 different online outlets
covered the Science Festival in
280 pieces

The Herald, The National, Daily Record,
Press and Journal, Die Zeit, Scots Magazine
and Metro
UK and International press articles
reaching a readership of
30 million people

1.9m

1.9 million impressions across our

26,000 video views during the

main social channels, Facebook,

Festival

Twitter and Instagram

EDINBURGH
INTERNATIONAL
SCIENCE FESTIVAL
2017 HIGHLIGHTS

MOMENTS IN
TIME

SCIENCE IN THE
SPOTLIGHT

PUBLIC SERVICE
BROADCASTING

SOCIABLE
SCIENCE

In the Scottish Year of History,

2017 saw the return of our science

Public Service Broadcasting

We continued to develop our strand

Heritage and Archaeology, this

theatre programme, Science in the

performed their album The Race for

of nights out with a scientific twist,

public exhibition celebrated the

Spotlight, with a bigger programme

Space live to a sold-out audience at

running events at City Art Centre,

country’s scientific past. Made up of

over a larger range of venues. We

the Usher Hall. It was the first time

the National Museum of Scotland

four iconic Scottish police boxes, it

re-staged Lost At Sea by Catherine

we had undertaken music promotion

and Summerhall. Science Festival

told the story of key moments and

Wheels and Borderline Theatre’s

on such a scale and the concert also

Lates saw adults take over City Art

figures in the Industrial Revolution

Uncanny Valley and presented work

featured home-grown talent in the

Centre for one night only, Party On

and the Enlightenment, as well as

by Grid Iron and Lung Ha Theatre

form of the National Youth Choir of

at the National Museum of Scotland

bringing things up to date with the

Company as well as Scottish Youth

Scotland and Mr McFall’s Chamber

featured music, dancing and

Information Age. One of the boxes

Theatre, Jenna Watt and Clydebuilt

string quintet.

hands-on activities from our Play On

housed an eye-opening collection of

Puppet Theatre. There were also

exhibition, while a screening of the

101 Scottish inventions. Located on

first time partnerships with both the

cult sci-fi film Gattaca at Summerhall

the Mound Precinct, 35,700 visitors

Lyceum and Traverse theatres; with

included accompanying food, drinks

engaged with the exhibition over the

the Lyceum, we programmed a series

and aromas – all inspired by the

duration of the Festival.

of discussions around the issue of

movie.

identity in advance of Zinnie Harris’s
award-winning production of Caryl
Churchhill’s A Number, while the
Traverse premiered Stef Smith’s Girl
in the Machine.

GASTROFEST

FAMILY
PROGRAMME

PLAY ON

ART AND
SCIENCE

Our mini-festival of science, food

Our family programme sits at the

Our interactive, family-friendly

2017 also marked one of our

and drink returned for its fourth year

heart of the Festival and offers a

exhibition allowed visitors to get

most ambitious contemporary

with hands-on workshops, thought-

huge range of activities. City Art

hands-on with the ways technology

art collaborations, providing new

provoking discussions and unique

Centre, our flagship family venue

influences our leisure time and

windows onto some fascinating

food experiences. Highlights included

housed 18 interactive events for ages

explore the science behind why we

and intriguing areas of science.

Cheeseology 2.0, The Burger

5–12, from programming robots to

play. Filling the Grand Gallery of the

Co-curated by the Science Festival,

Revolution, Tea-lightful and the three

soldering your own wearable badges.

National Museum of Scotland, the

Summerhall and ASCUS Art and

course Low Impact Meal, with a

At Summerhall we introduced The

exhibition covered four zones and

Science; Contemporary Connections

panel of speakers discussing what it

Experimentarium, a brand new pop-

featured four specially commissioned

brought together work from the

means to eat more sustainably.

up space with free drop-in activities

artworks by The Dennis and Debbie

collaborations of 16 Scottish and

provided by a range of partner

Club, Will Hurt, Roy Shearer and

international artists and scientists.

organisations. The family programme

Kirsty Keatch. Seen by 150,000

also featured a range of tech-focused

visitors across the duration of the

workshops at the National Museum

exhibition, Play On toured three

of Scotland and the Edinburgh Mini

Science Centres in Germany from

Maker Faire.

June–November 2017.

EDUCATION AND OUTREACH
GENERATION
SCIENCE

Piloting a new
style of working

Teacher feedback

With programmes for both primary

With support from the Digital Xtra

We work to help improve the

and secondary school pupils, we

fund we ran a pilot scheme focused

provision of science education in

work year-round to engage and

on building digital skills in young

schools by supporting teachers to

inspire young people, not just in

people – a subject which has been

deliver the Curriculum for Excellence.

Edinburgh but across the whole of

recognised as an area of concern by

We are grateful for their feedback

Scotland. In 2017 our team of 30

both education leaders and industry

and suggestions which allow

science communicators delivered

– through the Scottish Government

us to develop new approaches

1,641 shows and workshops over

programme, Developing the Young

and activities to future-proof our

an eleven-week tour, reinforcing

Workforce. This multi-visit model,

programme with the continual

Generation Science’s position as the

using our popular Lego programming

development of innovative science

UK’s largest touring primary school

workshops – Lego Mindstorms

learning.

science programme. The programme

Challenge and Lego Mindstorms

continues to innovate and develop

Advanced – engaged with 21 schools

with a choice of 16 shows or

in targeted rural areas. We provided

workshops, all supporting teachers to

the schools with additional follow-up

deliver the Curriculum for Excellence;

activities and signposted activities

piloting new formats and working

for the class or individuals to build

with Education Scotland and sectoral

upon their new skills and interest.

colleagues to develop confidence in

The scheme received positive

primary school science teaching.

feedback, which will inform how

5,000 brochures distributed
to primary schools
in Scotland

We believe that everyone should

to use our enthusiasm, equipment

have access to STEM and to our

and expertise to extend our work in

‘A great workshop,
very relevant to
CFE outcomes. The
teachers notes are
a great support for
teachers to provide
follow up ideas.’

work. Thanks to support from our

this area to more remote parts of

TEACHER – ST MARTIN’S PS,

funders and sponsors, we were

Scotland.

RENTON

we contiue to develop our work

Inclusion

around equipping young people with
digital skills. In the future we hope

1,600 performances

reached almost 60,000
primary school pupils

able to offer 37% of our Generation
Science shows and workshops free

the top most deprived (based on

‘I thought this workshop was amazing. It allowed
me to see how hands on experiments can be
setup with children. Children were engaged and
really enjoyed it. We don’t have the equipment
to do this, however after seeing this workshop
I realise it can be easy to set up and not
daunting. Workshop leaders were great with the
children.’

the Scottish Index of Multiple

TEACHER – STOW PS, SCOTTISH BORDERS		

of charge with another 11% heavily
discounted. This allows us to take
these shows and workshops to
schools that are located in areas
of socio-economic and geographic
disadvantage. 71% of all schools
visited were in areas ranked as

Deprivation) and almost 60% of
schools we visited had a Free Meal
Entitlement of more than 50%.
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27% of scottish primary
schools (550) across
all 32 local authorities

49 new schools visited in 2017
including remote areas

CAREERS HIVE

PUPILS

TEACHERS

PARENTS

2017 marked the second year of
Edinburgh International Science
Festival’s Careers Hive, an event
aimed at S1–S3 students to provide
insight into the wide spectrum of
career opportunities available to

49% of S2 pupils were interested

82% said the content engaged

95% of parents said

those who study STEM subjects. Held

in working in STEM industries prior

students who don’t normally

‘there are many career options in

in the National Museum of Scotland,

to visiting Careers Hive and this

show an interest in science and

STEM industries for children like

the event comprises inspiring

rose to 52% following their visit

technology

mine’

discussions, a staffed exhibition,

Volunteers

hands-on activities and workshops
that link the curriculum to the real
world of work. 127 volunteers from 35
industry partners across 12 different
sectors took part in the event which
was extended to include a Saturday
this year, so that young people could
also attend with their families.
This year’s event saw 2,403 pupils,
a 27% increase from 2016, and the
number of schools also increased
from 28 to 38, demonstrating its
growing popularity. Careers Hive
remained free to attend thanks to
the continued support of our funders
and sponsors. The Museum’s 27,000
general visitors were also able to
engage with the main exhibition
thanks to the extension of the run on

Interest in STEM in females

93% increased their

95% of volunteers say the

increased from 37% to 43% after

understanding of

experience helped them develop

attendance

STEM careers

public and student engagement
skills

‘The training and help from the staff was invaluable in learning how to
engage with kids at their level and work advice into the conversation
once they were already interested in the experiments.’
‘My company is heavily involved with promoting STEM and we are hoping
to develop more of a formal strategy to engage with schools. It was
useful to learn about what children think we do as engineers and how to
communicate what we do in a “cool way”.’

the Saturday.
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SPECIAL PROJECTS

ABU DHABI SCIENCE FESTIVAL 2016 EXPERIMENTS
IN SPACE: AN
We were delighted to return as the
This year’s event, held at Umm Al
EVENING WITH
TIM PEAKE AND
programming partner for Abu Dhabi
Emarat Park and Al Ain Zoo, reached
TIM KOPRA
Science Festival (ADSF) for its sixth
150,000 people of all ages over

CYBER QUEST

edition in November 2016. Edinburgh

its nine day run, taking its total

government, organised by Abu

International Science Festival

number of visitors to 750,000 since

In October 2016, part of a UK-wide

Dhabi’s National Electronic Security

has been involved in the festival

its foundation. This extraordinarily

tour to mark the successful end

Authority (NESA), which aims to

since its inception in 2011 and this

ambitious festival, whose

of the Principia Mission to the

identify, encourage and motivate

year’s strategic partnership saw us

programme grew by 20% compared

International Space Station, we

the next generation of talented

programme and almost all of the

to 2015, marks a huge investment by

were thrilled to host a sold-out

cybersecurity professionals.

workshops, shows and interactive

the Abu Dhabi Educational Council

presentation and Q&A with British

activities on offer, bringing together

in cementing Abu Dhabi’s position as

ESA astronaut Tim Peake and NASA

The event took place over four

content from both local and

the science capital of the UAE.

astronaut Tim Kopra at Edinburgh’s

days in April 2017 at the Abu Dhabi

for us all. Cyber Quest is an
imaginative initiative by the UAE

Usher Hall, in partnership with the

National Exhibition Centre. This was

On its opening day, ADSF was visited

UK Space Agency and the European

the second year that a team from

by His Highness Sheikh Mohamed

Space Agency, ESA.

Edinburgh International Science

international partners to produce a
world-class event.

Cybersecurity is a growing concern

ADSF 2016 was delivered with the

Bin Zayed Al Nahyan, who was

Festival was involved with the

help of 800 talented local science

accompanied on his walk around the

Hosted by space journalist and

project and this year our programme

communicators, selected from higher

festival site at Umm Al Emarat Park

broadcaster Sarah Cruddas, this

expanded to twelve workshops that

education institutions from around

by Edinburgh’s then Lord Provost,

very special evening saw the two

included hacking cars and drones,

the UAE. Training was provided by

Donald Wilson.

crewmates reunite to share stories

intercepting Wi-Fi communications,

Edinburgh International Science

of their time living and working on

making radio jammers and picking

Festival using our established

the International Space Station –

locks.

and highly respected programme,

their only appearance together in

which equipped them with the

Scotland – with an audience of more

Cyber Quest was extremely

skills to provide festival visitors

than 2,000 people.

successful and generated a very
positive local response. We are now

with exceptional informal science
experiences.

Edinburgh International Science

exploring the possibility of staging

Festival is committed to engaging

similar events in the UK in the future.

audiences with the wonders of
science and technology year-round,
and this memorable event was a
wonderful opportunity to support
the UK Space Agency’s education
and outreach programme to inspire
people of all ages and backgrounds
with space science.
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MOTHER OF THE
NATION
The second Mother of the Nation
festival took place over more than
1km of the waterfront at Abu
Dhabi’s Corniche beach from 26
March–4 April 2017. Comprising
an incredible array of entertaining
and educational performances,
workshops and interactive activities,
we were thrilled to work with some
talented scientists and artists to
contribute some dramatic and
entertaining events to this diverse
programme celebrating both local
and international culture and
collaboration.

‘It (ADSF) was another terrific festival from our perspective –
well organised and well received.’
CHILDREN’S DISCOVERY MUSEUM JORDAN
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FINANCE
WHERE DOES THE
MONEY COME
FROM?
TOTAL INCOME: £2.24 MILLION

FESTIVAL SALES

15%			

DONATIONS AND SPONSORSHIP

PUBLIC SECTOR FUNDING

35%

19%

CONTRIBUTION TO CHARITY FROM
OVERSEAS COMMERCIAL WORK

25%

SCHOOL SALES

6%

				
		

WHERE THE
MONEY IS SPENT
TOTAL SPEND: £1.88 MILLION
42% FESTIVAL
25% SCHOOLS
16%

MARKETING AND FUNDRAISING

17%

OVERHEADS AND ADMINISTRATION

The above figures are draft and unaudited, based on the finance
records for year to 31 July 2017. Audited accounts to year
end July 2017 will be available from December 2017. These
figures only include the UK-based charitable activities and do
not include overseas work. Overheads and administration costs
include one-off office and warehouse costs.

ENVIRONMENT AND SUSTAINABILITY
WORDS AND
ACTIONS

We are a member of the Festivals

•

Edinburgh Sustainability Working
Group, working with other

•

We use e-tickets to dramatically

is on our website and we

We use energy efficient LED

encourage customers to return

major festivals to support a joint

light fittings throughout the

facing humanity have science at

environmental policy, sharing good

delivery of our events

their heart. The question of how we

practice and promoted joined-up

protect our planet from ourselves is

working.

may speak louder than words but

We use our Festival as a platform

words can lead to action. We do

for debate and discussion

both.

and programme events on the
environment and sustainability.

to save paper and postage
•

We work with travel partners
such as Lothian Buses or

office space and working with

encourage visitors to use public

Changeworks
•

Recruitment is carried out online

of recyclable waste in our

We respectfully request that
Festival guests prioritise trains
over planes for UK travel
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paper versions for use by others
•

We are Zero Waste Scotland
compliant, separating 100%

no exception. We know that actions

A digital version of our programme

reduce paper use

Most of the biggest challenges

•

•

transport
•

We recycle and re-use office
furniture

STAFF

DIRECTORS

CREATIVE

EDUCATION

Simon Gage Director

Eilidh Dunnet Programme Manager

Joan Davidson Head of Education

Amanda Tyndall Creative Director

(Festival)

Patrick Campbell Education

Gill Duncan Senior Projects

Darrell Williams Chief Operating

Augusta Macdonald Programme

Coordinator

Manager

Officer

Manager (Education)

Carolyn Wilson Finance Director

Laura McLister Programme
Manager (Ventures)

COMMUNICATIONS

PROJECTS AND
PLANNING

Bill Addison Project Manager

FINANCE AND
ADMINISTRATION

Terence Finnegan Events

Alice Russell Projects Officer
Larissa Manojilovich Projects
Manager

Developer

Cindy Cunnigham/Fiona Keighley*

Laura Kwiatkowski Projects

Emma Pirie/Sharon Simpson*

Andrew Jeffrey Events Developer
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Manager

Marketing and Communications
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Tasmin Campbell Finance Officer

Manager

Jennifer Rodger-Casebow Events
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Joshua Smythe Graphic Design

Developer

Vikki Jones Senior Communications

Alanah Knibb Events Developer

OPERATIONS

Dr David Milne (Chair)

Officer

Amy Russell Events Developer

Barbara Adams Communications

Emily Raemakers Festival

Karen Tinto-Mackinnon/Bill

Prof Michael Fourman

Officer

Administrator

Ward* Head of Operations

Prof Stuart Monro
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Prof Ian Wall

Sarah O’Connor/Katherine

Dr Simon Gage

Laura Bain Communications Officer

DEVELOPMENT

Prof Polly Arnold
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Ian Ritchie

Hannah Schlesinger Head of
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Dawn Robertson

Development
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Cllr Cameron Rose
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Laura Hickey Development Officer

Mechan

Emma Bodiam Development Officer

Councillor Donald Wilson

Holly MacKay Development Officer
Kraig Brown Development Officer

*Maternity cover
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PARTNER WITH US

By partnering with Edinburgh International Science
Festival, you are supporting a world leader in
science.
Through supporting the Edinburgh International
Science Festival, we can help you achieve your
goals through:
•

The promotion of STEM, particularly with
young people and women

•

Aligning with industry and government
campaigns and agenda for STEM

•

Supporting local communities with outreach
activities

•

Increasing brand awareness and media
opportunities

We work with collaboratively with every partner to
create bespoke packages around our programming
to best suit their needs.
To discuss how you can support our work, please
contact our Development Team.
development@scifest.co.uk
0131 553 0324.

